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“Haha… Let’s go take a look. No matter what the situation is, we’ll know what’s going on when we get 

there. We are considered masters among the younger generations, and all of us are at the ultimate god 

level. What do we need to fear?” Arthur chuckled loudly and looked as if he could care less. 

 

After all, they were in the ultimate god-level and were considered outstanding among the youths, 

capable of defeating many people. 

 

Although they were still slightly behind compared to the true masters of the younger generation, they 

were still able to defeat 80 to 90% of the younger people. 

 

Worry crept up to Ella as she overheard their conversation. After her deliberation, she turned and 

caught up to Arthur and his company. “I’ve given it some thought, Young Master Arthur, and I don’t 

have anything special to do after going back home. I think I ‘ll follow you guys into the forest.” 

 

Her answer delighted Arthur, who was inwardly smug at the assumption of how his charm won over her. 

That was why she abandoned her shyness and made a bold step 

 

“Not a problem at all. Haha! The more, the merrier. Let’s go!” Arthur laughed loudly, extremely gratified 

with himself. He then had thoughts of how he would rescue Ella and hold her in his arms in the jaws of 

danger, encountering extremely powerful monster beasts. By then, Ella might repay him with herself 

when his gallantness won her over. 

Skye, who was by their side, glowered as she could not help but mumble, “Ella Lavinge, didn’t you say 

that you need to send some spirited grass back to your brother? Why aren’t you in a hurry now?” 

 

Ella was instantly flustered at the reminder. She was not sure if she wanted to follow them to take a look 

because jackie rescued her previously. She wanted to follow them and see if she could notify them or 

help buy them time. 

 



Although the members of the Nine Armies were on the territory of the Anti-Alliance Guard and the 

forces of the Anti-Alliance Guard seldom disturb them, there remained bitterness between the nine 

fortresses. 

It was possible that some of these people wanted to do something bad. 

 

“Hey, isn’t that easily solved?” Before Ella said anything else, Arthur proactively said, “Since it isn’t far 

from here, Ella, why don’t we go back with you? You can send the treasure you obtained back home first 

before leaving with us to enter the forest!” 

 

“Sure! Thank you so much for doing this!” Ella smiled as she succeeded to stall time for jackie and the 

others. 

 

“Young Master Arthur, a to-and-fro trip like that will take up around two to three hours, won’ it? What a 

waste of time!” grumbled Skye in dissatisfaction and grew increasingly angry the more she thought 

about 

 

“Isn’t it just a matter of two to three hours? We’re already masters in the ultimate god-level, and it’s 

easy peasy for us to break through into the soul- penetrating level in the future. We’ll live up to five 

hundred years old, so won’t two to three hours be nothing to us?” Arthur glanced at Skye speechlessly.” 

If you can’t wait for us, you can go into the forest by yourself first. We’ll go in and look for you later.” 


